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Features of the traditionally terminated transformer will be shown at first 
in order to draw a comparison between its properties and those of the active 
transformer. The simplest generally used input transformer can be seen 
in Fig. 1. 
The equivalent circuits of the transformer (including the terminations) at 
low and at high frequency is shown in Fig. 2.a. and Fig. :l.b. 
Considering the equivalent circuits it is easy to prove that the main 
properties of the input transformer seen in Fig. 1 are as follows: 
the input impedance is determined by the parameters of the 
transformer and by the secondary termination: 
- the 10\',' and high corner frequencies depend even on the generator 
impedance: 
the realizable relative bandwidth covers about 3 decades (the ratio of 
frequencies belonging to the 3 dB attenuation): 
assuring the high main inductance of the audio-frequency transformer 
its dimension becomes too large compared with other up-to date circuit 
elements: 
the signal balance ratio is determined only by the spurious capacit-
ances which are not included in the equivalent circuit. 
These features are completely modified in case of the transformer 
terminated by a short circuit. The secondary short circuit is converted into 
primary one by the transformer. It is easy to understand that primary and 
secondary current transfer function of the transformer is more favourable 
relating to the voltage transfer function of the circuit shown in Fig. 1. 
The circuit diagram of the active transformer is shown in Fig. 3. 
Applying an active current-voltage converter the advantageous current 
transfer function of the transformer can be utilized. so the active transformer as 
a name is correct. 
The active transformer can not be treated by the equivalent networks in 
Fig. 2, because the ohmic resistances of the coils are not negligible. The 
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complemented equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 4. where r marks the copper 
loss of the coils. 
As generally r ~ Ro ~ R. and applying these conditions and the equivalent 
network at the low frequencies. a good approximative form of the transfer 
function of the active transformer is obtained: 
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Fig. 5. The complete frequency response of the active transformer 
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Considering the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 the approximate transfer 
function at high frequencies can be expressed: 
. _ Ra + R ( , saL \ 
T(s)- 1 T }. 
R Ro+R; 
(3 ) 
At high frequencies the input impedance is: 
Zill = R + suL. 
Consequently the frequency response given by equations (1) and (3 J are shown 
in Fig. 5 (Bode diagram J. 
On the basis of the diagram the relative bandwidth of the active 
transformer can be given as: 
W 2 Ra+ R (5 ) 
Wj uf 
If R = Ra, then 
W 2 2R (6) 
W 1 uf 
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As the value of r is considerably lower than that of R, the bandwidth of the 
active transformer can cover 5-6 decades. 
It is worth-while to note that W 1 is independent of the generator 
impedance (Ro) and the input impedance is approximately an ohmic resistance 
having value R. The active transformer shows further advantages, as the effect 
of spurious capacitance is reduced and the signal balance ratio is improved as 
well. 
On the basis of the above-treated theory active transformeFs have been 
realized in the hybrid integrated technique. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 
6 and the photo of the type HL T 03 hybrid circuit can be seen in Fig. 7. The 
applied operational amplifier is a TBA 221 D type. 
The value of the ohmic resistance of the secondary coil is important 
because the D. C. gain of the op. amp. is determined by it and by R f' 
Some other solutions are developed to adjust the D. C. gain, but in our 
case there is no need to apply them, as the offset voltage does not disturb the 
operation. The circuit is protected from the high voltage impulses by D I and 
D2 diodes. 
Some quick reference data of the hybrid circuit are as follower: 
Type: 
Breakdown voltage: 
Voltage gain (at 1 kHz): 
Input impedance: 
Signal balance ratio at 10 kHz: 
at 100 kHz: 
Loading impedance: 
Output voltage (up to 5 kHz): 
Corner frequencies: 
Noise (v.;ith psophometric weighting filter): 
Tr 
300n n, n2 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 + 300n 11 
11 
Tr:9x5mm pot ferntelSiemens) T38 
HLT 03 
1 kV 
O± 1 dB 
600 Ohm± 1°0112 pF 
80 dB 
60 dB 
RL~5 kOhm 
7.75 V (+20 dB) 
W 1 ~20 Hz 
w2~500 kHz 
~ -100 dB 
Rf =1,2kn 
1 Vc~t 
AL=5000 n;=50turns n2= 100 turns (50mHy. 6n) 
Fig. 6. The circuit diagram of the realized active transformer 
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Fig. -. The photo of the type HL T 03 h}brid integrated active transformer 
Summary 
The potential separation of input stages can be carried out ",nh leLltl\c1::. Llrge geOmClnc,t1 
dimensions b::. mealb of classically terminated transformers. The transmission properties of extremcl::. 
terminated transfornlcr:-- arc r~i\ ollrahk that is wh) the) can be used aULlntagcousl) in separating ~tagc:--. 
FII1all}. a potential transiormer is shown realized b::. using hy brid integrated techni4ue. 
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